Saturday X Lotto $10 Million Special Event “Buy a 50 Game QuickPick and Get a
Bonus 12 Game QuickPick” Promotion
TERMS AND CONDITIONS

Promoter

Tatts Lotteries SA Pty Ltd (ABN 41 146 245 007) of 188 Richmond Road, Marleston SA 5033,
telephone 131 868

Promotion

Promotional lottery conducted pursuant to the State Lotteries Act 1966 (SA) and the
Lotteries (Promotional Lottery) Rules

Outlet/s

All SA Lotteries All Product outlets or online through ‘The Lott’ website or App

Acceptance of Terms and Conditions
1. Instructions on this offer form part of these Terms and Conditions. Participation in this Promotion is deemed
acceptance of these Terms and Conditions. Offer not valid in conjunction with any other offer.
Promotion Period
2. The Promotion commences at 00:00:01 Australian Central Daylight Time (ACDT) on 26 November 2021
and ends at 23:59:59 ACDT on 26 November 2021, unless otherwise amended by the Promoter
(Promotion Period) or ended earlier in accordance with Item 7.
Eligibility and How to Enter
3. This offer is only open to South Australian residents over the age of 18 years, and who have not been
excluded (whether self-excluded or otherwise) from participation in the game of Saturday X Lotto. Tickets
purchased through resellers are not eligible for entry into this Promotion.
4. To be eligible, a customer must purchase a 50 Game QuickPick or Top-Up entry (excluding syndicate
entries) into the Saturday X Lotto ‘$10 million Special Event’ promotional draw to be drawn on Saturday,
27 November 2021 (Draw 4211) from an Outlet during the Promotion Period (Qualifying Purchase).
5. Once an eligible customer has made a Qualifying Purchase, the Promoter will provide the customer with
one bonus 12 Game QuickPick entry valued at $9.95 for the ‘‘$10 million Special Event’’ promotional draw,
to be drawn on Saturday, 27 November 2021 (Draw 4122) (Complimentary Ticket).
Restrictions
6. Only one Complimentary Ticket is permitted per Qualifying Purchase.
7. A total of 17,413 Complimentary Tickets are available, and this Promotion will end prior to the end of the
Promotion Period if this cap is reached.
8. Complimentary Tickets are not transferable or exchangeable and cannot be taken as cash.
Compliance
9. The Promoter reserves the right, at any time, to verify the validity of a customer (including a customer’s
identity, age and place of residence) and reserves the right, in its sole discretion, to disqualify any individual
who the Promoter has reason to believe has breached any of these Terms and Conditions, tampered with
the Promotion process or engaged in any unlawful or other improper misconduct calculated to jeopardise
fair and proper conduct of the Promotion. Errors and omissions may be accepted at the Promoter's
discretion. Failure by the Promoter to enforce any of its rights at any stage does not constitute a waiver of
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those rights. The Promoter's legal rights to recover damages or other compensation from such an offender
are reserved.
10. The Promoter reserves the right to request proof of purchase of a Qualifying Purchase, and if the customer
does not provide proof of purchase upon request, the Promoter may decline to issue the Complimentary
Ticket.
11. If this Promotion is interfered with in any way or is not capable of being conducted as reasonably
anticipated due to any reason beyond the reasonable control of the Promoter, including but not limited to
technical difficulties, unauthorised intervention or fraud, the Promoter reserves the right, in its sole
discretion, to the fullest extent permitted by law:
a) to disqualify any Complimentary Ticket; or
b) to modify, suspend, terminate or cancel the Promotion, as appropriate.
Cancellation
12. If a Qualifying Purchase by which an eligible customer receives a Complimentary Ticket is cancelled after
purchase, the Complimentary Ticket is also cancelled, and such cancellation will be subject to the ticket
cancellation provisions of the State Lotteries Act 1966 (SA) and the Lotteries (Saturday X Lotto) Rules.
Liability
13. Except for any liability that cannot by law be excluded, including the Non Excludable Guarantees, the
Promoter (including its respective officers, employees and agents) is not responsible for and excludes all
liability (including negligence), for any personal injury; or any loss or damage (including loss of opportunity);
whether direct, indirect, special or consequential, arising in any way out of:
a) any technical difficulties or equipment malfunction (whether or not under the Promoter’s control);
b) any theft, unauthorised access or third-party interference;
c) any claim that is late, lost, altered, damaged or misdirected (whether or not after their receipt by the
Promoter) due to any reason beyond the reasonable control of the Promoter);
d) any variation in reward value to that stated in these Terms and Conditions;
e) any tax liability incurred by a customer; or
f)

use of the gifts.
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